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INTRODUCTION 

Research prior to 1965 concerning radiation effects on behavior 
is reviewed in Furchtgott (1956, 1963) and in two symposia edited 
by Haley and Snider (1962, 1964). Kimeldorf and Hunt (1965) review, 
among other things, the effects of radiation on sensory capacities, 
on performance capacity, on psychological processes, and on behavioral 
activation. Levy (1967) reviews the immediate, transient responses 
to ionizing radiation occurring in radiation activation of sensory 
receptors and radioinduced behavioral and electrophysiological changes. 
Literature on the developmental effects of radiation and the psychology 
literature on the effects radiation has on learning and performance 
is reviewed by Lewis (1970). 

Elam (1970) emphasizes the importance of the dose, age at exposure, 
and age at time of testing on radiation-induced changes observable 
in the behavior of treated animals. Some effects are biphasic. For 
example, Lindsley (1962) suggests that high levels of irradiation are 
associated with performance decrement and low levels tend to enhance 
performance. According to Furchtgott (1956), the effectiveness of 
irradiation in changing the behavior of mammals increases with ion 
density. Meier (1964) supports the idea that the types and magnitudes 
of behavioral changes as a result of irradiation are a function of 
the age of the animals at exposure. Yamazakl (1966) points out that 
behavioral changes occurring due to early postnatal irradiation are 
less observable with increasing age at exposure. 

Another consideration in looking at results of behavioral studies 
is which organs were exposed to radiation (Monnier and Krupp, 1961). 
Because the use of cranial irradiation produces minimal complications 
from radiation sickness, doses can be higher (Arnold, 1952). In 
general, injury to other systems due to ionizing radiation is reflected 
in alterations in neural function and behavior. Damage from irradia
tion of the CNS is manifested as disturbances of movement, intensity 
of activity, and visual survey. Davis and McDowell (1962), for example, 
state that data from their earlier studies on monkeys indicated 
that the salient features of the syndrome resulting from whole-body 
irradiation with 300 to 500 r include "lowered distractibility, changes 
in posture, focalization of attention, relative decrease in initiation 
of aggression, and relative decrease of manipulation of inanimate 
objects". These authors believe that these changes are of the type 
that would be expected if CNS integrative function were impaired. 

Furchtgott (1956) points out other important factors to look 
for in drawing conclusions. The type of radiation may be important. 
Loken et al (1960), Sinclair (1962), Humphrey and Sinclair (1962), 
and Steamer and Christian (1956), however, conclude that, in general, 
there is no qualitative difference between the effects of gamma rays 
and x rays when this is the major variable. Species, sex, and indi
vidual differences may be important. Wetherbee (1966) states that 
birds are more radiosensitive than are mammals. Strain differences 
in mice may affect the type of behavioral response observed after 
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radiation treatment (Nash et al, 1970). McDowell and Broxm (1962a, 
1963a, b) and Thorp and Young (1970) have done work indicating differ
ences in reactivity of female and male rhesus monkeys to irradiation. 
Individual differences in the emotive and motivational character
istics of small mammals were shown to play a role in the radiosensi-
tivifcy of the animals, the effect varying with different conditions of 
irradiation (di Paola, 1966). 

The time after exposure that observations are made can be of 
importance. Davis (1965) points out the effects that appear long 
after irradiation can be due either to selection through death or 
to progressive consequences of irradiation. The condition of the 
organism at exposure, the reproductive activity of the tissues which 
are irradiated, and the effects of drugs and anoxia should all be 
considered (Furchtgott, 1956). 

DETECTION, AROUSAL, AND ACTIVITY CHANGES 

Garcia, Buchwald, Hull, and Koelling (1964) propose a dual receptor 
model for the detection of radiation by animals. Sleepy animals can 
be aroused by exposures of less than l.r. That the probability of the 
animal perceiving exposure is a function of the log of the dose rate 
and that the response habituates rapidly when there is no reinforce
ment suggests peripheral receptors. The olfactory system is the most 
sensitive area for this response. On the other hand, avoidance reactions 
to stimuli associated with radiation exposure are not immediate and 
appear to be a function of the total dose received by the animals. 
This suggests the action ,of internal receptors responding to toxic 
substances. For this avoidance reaction, the abdomen is the 
position of maximum sensitivity. 

A review of the literature by Lewis (1970) indicates that visual 
receptors are the only definitely, proven direct sensory receptors 
perceiving radiation. She ppints out that there is accumulating 
evidence that the olfactory system is involved, but whether it is olfac
tory brain areas or epithelium is unknown. Chaddock and Smith (1970) 
state that although there is a visual component to the immediate 
detection of x-rays by monkeys, this detection is impossible in well 
light-adapted animals. Furchtgott (1963) points out that at the same 
time that x-rays are visible at low doses, visual function is depressed 
by ionizing radiation. 

Elkins (1970) reviews the literature supporting olfactory detection 
of radiation. The immediate detection of x-irradiation is dependent 
upon an intact olfactory system in monkeys and rats (author unknown, 1969). 
Rats trained to bar press in response to the presence of x-rays com
pletely lost this response with the removal of their olfactory bulbs 
(Dine and Smith, 1966). 
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An increase in arousal, a general depression in levels of normal 
activity, and changes in equilibrium and disorientation in space have 
been reported in a number of species ranging from invertebrates to 
monkeys. X-irradiation at less than 1 r of sleepy rats produces imme
diate behavioral arousal in these animals (Garcia, Buchwald, Feder, 
Koelling, and Tedrow, 1964). Changes in the sleep pattern of adult 
cats exposed to a lethal dose of gamma radiation consisted of increased 
wakefulness during the last days of life, ups and downs in the amount 
of paradoxical sleep, 'and few changes in the amount of slow sleep 
(Riotte et al, 1970). Since prolonged exposure to .doses of x-ray 
effective in causing initial arousal does not lead to a greater inci
dence of arousal, Kimeldorf and Hunt (1964) suggest that adaptation 
to the stimulus, fatigue, or suppression of the arousal reaction 
occurs. 

X-irradiation of the larvae of Toxocara canis (Werner) delayed 
their migration to the carcass and brain of white mice, probably due 
to decreased vitality and motility of the larvae. Thus the larval 
invasive ability was decreased (Lyles, 1969). Irradiated European 
chafers, Amphimallon majalis (Razoumowsky), showed no significant 
difference from controls in flight behavior (Chung et al, 1971). The 
movements of blue crabs, Callinectes sapidus, became more sluggish 
and uncoordinated with increased treatment dosage; then a rapid degen
eration occurred until the animals appeared dead (Engel, 1967). 

Lichtenheld (1966) found that juvenile steelhead trout, Salmo 
gairdneri, implanted with inactive or radioactive cobalt tags had 
lowered activity levels in the winter. The radioactive tags increased 
activity levels during the spring and late fall months. Schlumberger 
and Henschke (1956) irradiated parakeets with doses ranging from 500 
to 3000 r. During the first 5 days after irradiation, the birds showed 
little change in activity. At the end of this period those that had 
received the large doses became quiet, often sitting on their perch 
with eyes closed and feathers ruffled. They stopped eating and as 
they became weaker would leave the perch to rest on the bottom of the 
cage. Radiothyroidectomy by H*L decreased the duration of activity 
and circadian period and increased the duration of rest in canaries 
(Wahlstroem, 1969). 

Symptoms in sheep following extremely heavy radiation exposure 
are oppression, sluggishness, and loss of appetite (Kartashov, 1970). 
Prenatally irradiated rabbits showed a rise in spontaneous activity 
(Piontkovskii, 1961). Irradiation of a rabbit head at doses of 400 
or 600 r produced slightly hyperactive motor behavior while stronger 
irradiation doses (900 r) slightly moderated motor behavior (Monnier 
and Krupp, 1961). While Matters (1970) found no equilibrium changes, 
no staggering or stumbling, in dogs after high-radiation exposure 
until just before collapse, Marza (1968) found that a state of hyper-
excitability resulted from repeated overall x-ray exposure to doses 
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of 20 r daily and to a total dose of 200 r in dogs. At 600 r exposures, 
burros showed difficulties in equilibrium and locomotion (Naitoh et 
al, 1965). f 

Barbour and Harvey (1968) demonstrated that there was no signifi
cant difference in the activities of 6 0 Co-tagged Microtus ochrogaster 
and Baiomys taylori and untagged animals. F.A. Brown et al (1966) 
demonstrated a diurnal variation in the spontaneous activity of mice 
responding to weak gamma radiation. Meier (1964) showed that mice 
irradiated at 30 days of age had a higher level of activity than did 
control mice, the effect not varying significantly with the time between 
treatment and testing. Thus the response of these animals to radiation 
was relatively constant throughout their lives. Mouse activity in wheels 
decreased with neonatal irradiation at 300 r and xheir locomotion in open 
fields decreased with increasing levels of irradiation in mice (Nash 
et al, 1970). Both of the latter studies indicated differences in 
responses to radiation treatment by strains. 

According to Piontkovskii (1961), prenatally irradiated rats 
showed a rise in spontaneous motor activity. For most of their life 
span, prenatally irradiated rats showed more active cage-motility than 
did controls and they were more reactive to changes in environmental 
lighting as measured by cage-motility (Morgan, 1967). Werboff et al 
(1961), on the other hand, demonstrated that prenatal x-irradiation of 
rats leads to ataxia, tremor, a retardation of the upright and righting 
responses and an inability to develop appropriate locomotor responses 
with the hind legs. A generalized depression in activity also occurs 
(Werboff et al, 1962). Pulliam (1967) prenatally beta-irradiated rats 
and found a loss of motor coordination, increased tremors, swaying, 
and head wagging with various lesions occurring in the brains he 
examined. Rats irradiated at one week of age were not as active as 
were their control litter mates although they did display a tendency 
to wander from the nest while the controls remained in a cluster 
(Diller et al, 1964). Kimeldorf et al (1954) found a decrease in 
volitional activity in rats immediately following irradiation regardless 
of increment size or interval between exposures. Rats exposed to cobalt-
60 gamma rays at doses of 2000 rads showed reduced motility and motor 
activity on the first and second days post-irradiation. On the third 
and fourth days disturbances of equilibrium and orientations began 
(Tognacca et al, 1963). Rats irradiated one day after birth showed 
no difference from controls in their locomotor performance while rats 
irradiated 3 days and 17 days postnatally did show a difference, the 
greatest locomotor deficit occurring in the latter (Lipton, 1966). 
Arnold (1962) found decreased activity in head-irradiated rats, except 
for sharp bursts of activity 10-15 days after irradiation. The tread
mill performance of male rats irradiated as young adults decreased 
gradually with age and drastically at 22 months of age, 6 months 
earlier in age than for control rats (Jones et al, 1967). The spon
taneous activity and ease of rope climbing of rats which were neon-
atally irradiated at the cerebellum declined as a function of the 
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tnumber of daily irradiations (Wallace and Altraan, 1970b). Reduction 
in general activity level and increases in the incidence of severe 
ataxia and tremor occurred directly related to the number of consecu
tive daily irradiation doses of 200 r received focally to the cere
bellum during the early infancy of rats. Considerable recovery of 
these locomotor functions occurred in those animals in which the 
cerebeller lesions were moderate (Wallace and Altman, 1970a). 'Altman 
(1968) gives results suggesting that locomotor deficits in rats become 
more pronounced with an increasing number of irradiations, with permanent 
ataxia produced by 1600 - 2000 r. Depression of running-wheel activity 
in rats has been described by Jones et al (1954) and McDowell and Brown 
(1959a). Effects of 300 to 1000 r X-irradiation on rats were tested 
in an exhaustive swimming exercise by Kiineldorf et al (1953). The 
rats were forced to swim until they were exhausted and sank, at which 
time they were recovered. Following radiation, performance gradually 
decreased reaching a minimum level during the third and fourth post-
irradiation week. Depression was directly related to the dose, with 
the 300 r group barely differing from control animals. Furchtgott (1950) 
obtained similar results in a test of swimming.speed of irradiated 
rats. The 300 r group did not differ from the controls but the sur
vivors in the 500 f group were significantly slower. 

McDowell and Brown (1966c) found a decrease in locomotor activity 
of monkeys following exposure to 400 to 500 r irradiation. This they 
feel is a result of the onset of radiation sickness. Studies by Ruch 
et al (1962) on monkeys given whole body irradiation of 300 to 500 r 
revealed that random cage activity was depressed two or three weeks 
after irradiation. Leary and Ruch (1955) showed that on the day of 
irradiation there was a sharp increase in the time spent sitting,' a 
decrease in chewing, scratching, and grooming, and a decrease in move
ments between the front and the back of the cage. Activity levels 
returned to normal after one to two weeks. Davis et al (1958) demon
strated systematic differences in the home cage behavior of irradiated 
and non-irradiated monkeys. The irradiated animals showed significantly 
fewer rapid, energy-expending activities and more cage-directed 
responses. Davis (1965) showed that the overall activity of rhesus 
monkeys decreases after irradiation, that more self-grooming occurs, 
and that there is a deficit in relative frequency of manipulating 
inanimate objects on post irradiation days 13 through 16. Barnes (1966, 
1968) showed that the equilibrium function of rhesus monkeys is rela
tively radiosensitive and dose related by testing them on a Primate 
Equilibrium Platform after treatment. The performance decrement dis
appeared with time in all cases. Davis and Steele (1963) found that 
the immediate effects of irradiation involved tasks with much manipu--
lation. The changes disappeared with time. Complicated or intricate 
motor manipulations, even in a relatively simple, highly motivated 
task, were severely attenuated by radiation exposure in rhesus monkeys 
(Sharp and Brady, date unknown; Sharp and Daoust,,1963). Depression of 
pedometer manipulation in monkeys is reported by Leary and Ruch (1955). 
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Furchtgott (1963) points out the importance of considering decre
ments in general activity as the reason for decreased ability in beha
vioral tests in which speed of performance and/or exploration are 
important parameters. 

ORIENTATION 

Some researchers have found that upon initial detection of 
radiation, organisms will orient to the stimulus. Euglena were shown 
to move toward a source of beta and gamma rays (Bowne and Mcgough, 
1966). Positively phototropic insects and crustaceans also move 
toward an ionizing radiation source, except when they are blinded 
(review by Lipetz, 1955). Gamma radiation was found to influence 
the degree of turning, the activity, the phototactic responses and 
the lunar rhythms of Drosophila melanogaster (Picton, 1964). Rats 
engaged in some activity stopped what they were doing and oriented 
the first time they were exposed to a brief period of irradiation 
(Garcia, Buchwald, Hull, and Koelling, 1964 ; Garcia and Buchwald, 
1964). 

F.A. Brown and his coworkers have shown that planarian worms 
and mudsnails are able not only to perceive, but to identify the 
direction of, an experimental source of gamma radiation at background 
intensities (Brown, 1963; Brown and Park, 1964; Brown et al, 1962). 
The response of planaria to gamma fields varies with the phase of the 
moon and the time of the year (Brown and Park, 1964). Planaria show 
a negative orientation to a gamma source when the worms are traveling 
in a northward or southward direction and the gamma source is on an 
east-west axis. This response is monthly in cold seasons and semi
monthly in warm seasons. There is a direct relationship between the 
intensities of the gamma radiation and the strength of the negative 
response of the worms (Brown, 1963). Brown and Webb (1968) found that 
mud snails, Nassarius obsoletus, turn toward a gamma source when 
they are traveling north or west and they turn ax*ay from the source 
when they are traveling south or east. This orientation showed a 
monthly variation depending on the direction of their orientation. 

These results indicate that background radiation may play some 
subtle role in biological rhythms and in homing and navigation (Brown, 
1963; Brown and Webb, 1968). 
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FEEDING 

Except for the work by Strobel (1966) showing that neither approach 
toward food nor pecking behavior of chicks was affected by irradiation 
on day 7 of incubation, most "food" studies indicate that irradiation 
does have an effect on the feeding behavior of animals. 

Irradiated blue crabs, Callinectes sapidus, showed decreased 
feeding activity with increased irradiation dosage (Engel, 1967). 

At every age level tested from 75 to 735 days, prenatally irra
diated rats adjusted to food deprivation more slowly than did control 
animals. Since there was an initially greater weight loss in the 
experimental animals than in the controls, the experimental animals 
had greater caloric needs than controls. Their deficiency in adjust
ment is thus hypothesized to be a result of slower learning to eat a 
sufficient amount in the scheduled two hour feeding period (Tacker 
and Furchtgott, 1963). Rats irradiated and kept in plastic cages with 
access to feces and bedding showed marked coprophagy while non-irradiated 
rats showed little coprophagy (Yatvin and Gerber, 1970). hoarding 
behavior decreased in neonatally irradiated mice (Nash et al, 1970). 

Food and water consumption were reduced in rhesus monkeys in the 
early phases of radiation treatment, but both returned rapidly to 
normal (Ruch et al, 1962 author unknown, 1967). Davis (1965) found 
that there was an appetite loss in adult monkeys immediately following 
whole body irradiation. Appetite returned to normal quickly, however. 
Leary (1955) and Davis et al (1958) demonstrated the occurrences of 
motivational changes in a monkey's preference for food. Leary (1955) 
found that irradiated monkeys chose apples and/or carrots mor-e' often 
than they chose peanuts. A change in food intake did hot necessarily 
accompany the change in food preference. McDowell and Brown (1965g) 
demonstrated that rhesus monkeys irradiated four years prior to testing 
reached food satiation sooner than did control' animals. This was possibly 
a continuance of conditioned avoidance and/or due to physical limitations 
imposed on food consumption as a result of irradiation. 
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EMOTIONALITY 

Although there is some disagreement, most researchers find that 
irradiated animals show a greater tearfulness, or emotionality, than 
do untreated animals. Strobel et al (1967) found that embryonic x-ray 
treatment advanced the offset of the sensitive period for imprinting 
in chicks. This agrees with the general conclusions from other research 
that prenatally irradiated animals show increased fearfulness and the 
general view that the end of the sensitive period for imprinting 
comes with the onset of fear reactions in birds. . Ellis (1969) found 
that the defecation frequency (a measure of emotionality) of beagles 
irradiated at 325 r was double that of those irradiated at 140 r 
or unirradiated. Solarz (1964), on the other hand, found no difference 
between controls and experimental beagles exposed to x-irradiation at 
10 to 12 months of age in their reaction as adults to a strange person 
entering their kennel. 

Using tilting cage, open field, and home-cage emergence tests, 
Furchtgott and Echols (1958) came to the conclusion that prenatally 
and neonatally irradiated rats show greater fearfulness than do 
controls. Prenatally irradiated rats failed to adapt to an open-
field situation within a period of several days while control rats 
did adapt (Fowler et al, 1962). Rats receiving 10 x 200 r during 
early infancy never habituated to the test situation as did controls 
and rats exposed to lower doses (Wallace and Altman, 1970b). Furch-
gott et al (1968) found that the fearfulness of prenatally irradiated 
rats decreased as they became familiar with the open field situation. 
Elimination scores decreased in neonatally irradiated mice (Nash et al, 
1970). In terms of the defecation index, male,but not female, rats 
show increased emotional reactivity during the first 30 days after 
head irradiation (Arnold, 1962). 

In direct contrast to these findings, McDowell and Merchent 
(1967) demonstrated greater fearfulness for control rats than for 
irradiated rats since control rats were much faster in escaping from 
open field situations. This, they state, may be due to the fact that 
their experimental rats were treated as adults rather than fetally. 
Smith and Dimond (1969), however, criticize the conclusions of McDowell 
and Merchent. The former feel that increased immobility of irradiated 
rats is more of an indication of fearfulness than is the faster escape 
response of controls. 

Garcia and Kimeldorf (1960) found no evidence for excessive 
urination, defecation, or squealing in rats, an indication that radia
tion exposure is not painful. Werboff and Sikov (1963) demonstrated 
alterations in activity and emotionality of prenatally irradiated 
rats with results differing with the day of gestation on which irradia
tion occurred. Biagini and di Paola (1965) found that changes in 
emotionality due to irradiation of rats and mice were related to the 
individual differences in radiosensitivity of the animals. 



In general, animals traumatized before radiation treatment show 
less avoidance behavior than do untrauroatized rats. Rats of an emo
tionally nonreactive strain also show less avoidance behavior than 
do normal rats. Arbit (1964) suggests from these results that radia
tion actsJon the autonomic nervous system.causing a stress reaction ' 
and -thus greater.susceptibility to fright in the test situation. 
According to Lewis (1970), a good deal of evidence suggests that the 
increased emotionality of prenatally irradiated rats is a result of a * 
lowered sensitivity threshold and/or inadequate development of cortex 
leading to its failure to inhibit subcortical function. 

Dunaway and Kaye (1963) present several interesting ideas relevant 
to the hypothesis that ionizing radiation in nature can be considered 
as a stress factor added to natural environmental stresses. They 
feel that the effects of a low dose may be serious during periods 
when wild populations are already stressed by intraspecific strife, 
predation, severe weather, disease or other factors and that a better 
understanding of some effects at the individual level may be required 
because environmental stresses may inhibit or accelerate compensatory 
processes that mask the radiation effects. The possibility that 
irradiated animals may be more susceptible to disease because of a 
reduction in the effectiveness of natural defense mechanisms has been 
discussed by Shechmeister (1954). 

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR < 

General v 1 

The general social behavior of animals may be altered, by the 
effects of- radiation. Rhesus monkeys given 400 r x-irradiation 
exhibited a reduction in "other-animal involved" behavior and visual-
attention to the activity of other animals. They also showed fewer 
instances of aggression and were more lethargic (McDowell, 1954). -
A striking increment in self-involved behavior and a decrease in 
social behavior was also observed by Davis (1962) for monkeys given 
repeated whole-body x-irradiation. Riopelle (1962) mentions a decrease 
in the social interactions of irradiated chimpanzees. 

Lactation and maternal behavior of female mice descended from 
males which had been given a dose of 200 r for 10 generations differed 
from that in control mice (French, 1963). Deitchman (1968) found that 
mother rats irradiated with 200 r on day 16 of gestation behave 
differently toward young than do non-irradiated mothers whether the 
young are their own or the young of a non-irradiated mother. The 
change' in behavior involves less contact with the young and a greater 
amount of non-young oriented behavior, such as nesting. He suggests < 
that these differences in maternal care may.be the cause of deviant 
behavior of prenatally irradiated rats. 

http://may.be
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Th'e socal behavior of birds may be effected by irradiation. . 
Chicks irradiated on day 7 of incubation showed a lack of integration 
of aggregative response into a persistent behavioral pattern. Their 
approach toward a group they had or had not been imprinted on was 
unpredictable. The effect increased in severity with increased dosage 
levels (Strobel, 1966). The plumage of birds may change color as a 
result of irradiation (Williams, 1955; Harrison and Harrison, 1956a, b, 
1961; Greb and Morgan, 1961; Lofts, Marshall, and Rotblat, 1960). 
The effects this might have on social behavior in these animals 
should be investigated. If the char.ge occurs in feathers which function 
as sign stimuli'for social behavior, the behavior of other-birds 
toward the irradiated birds will certainlv be altered. 

Reproductive Behavior 

Much work has been done on the effects of radiation on the mating 
behavior of insects. These investigations are important in the bio
logical control of pests by the introduction of sterilized animals 
into a population. If the introduced individuals cannot compete 
with untreated individuals, their introduction will be ineffective. 

Treated male ticks, the vector for human relapsing fever, were 
competitive with control males in mating for at least six months after 
irradiation, during which time they remained sterile (Avivi et al, 
1968). Screwworms can be radiation sterilized without affecting their 
longevity or male competitiveness (Baumhover, 1966). Irradiated male 
Anopheles pharoensis were as likely to inseminate females as were 
control males (Tahtawy et al, 1967). Male tobacco budworms, Heliothis 
virescens (F.), irradiated as adults or pupae were not hindered in 
their mating ability to a significant extent by the treatment. Females 
irradiated as adults mated as frequently as control females (Flint 
and Kressin, 1968). The mating behavior of male Schistosoma monsoni 
was unaffected by irradiation (Michaels, 1969). 

Irradiated boll weevils were equivalent to normal boll weevils 
for the first five days posttreatment in feeding activity, mating 
frequency, attraction, sexual response, and mortality. That they 
were all dead by the end of two weeks indicates that, although-irradia
tion may be an effective technique for biological control of these 
insects, releases of treated animals must occur weekly (Bartlett et 
al, 1968). Male eye gnats, Hippelates pusio Loew, irradiated as 
adults were fully competitive with untreated males in fertilizing 
females. Males sterilized in the pupal state, however, were less 
able to compete (Flint, 1966). The sexual activity of male cabbage 
flies, Phorbia brassicae Bouche, irradiated more than four days before 
metamorphosis was decreased significantly. Males sterilized at 2000 
to 2500 r in the last four days before metamorphosis, however, were 
completely competitive with untreated males (Riedel, 1967). 
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Irradiated male codling moths, Laspevresia pomonella, were less 
sexually aggressive than were control males (Hathaway et al, 1970)., 
Although irradiated male Korean pine moths, Dendrolimus spectabilis 
Butler, competed less well for normal females than did untreated males, 
the reproductive behavior of the sterilized males was unharmed by 
treatment (Lee et al, 1968). Dean et al (1969) report reduced 
competitiveness for females in irradiated male Glossina morsitans 
orientalis Vanderplank. Although Rhodnius prolixus can be sterlized 
at 17,500 r exposures, their normal behavior is impaired at 7500 r 
or more. At 5000 r, males were more active in mating but were 25% 
fertile (Gomez-Nunez, 1967). At doses of 16,000 r gamma radiation, 
male Drosophila melanogaster were as competitive as untreated males 
in mating. The irradiated males, however, did have a delay in court
ship period (Henneberry and McGovern, 1963). hooper (1972) found that 
although sterility in the Mediterranean fruit fly, Ceratitis 
capitata (Wiedemann), increased with increased radiation dosage, 
competitiveness decreased. Holbrook and Fujitnoto (1970) found that 
Mediterranean fruit flies irradiated as pupae were 50% less competi
tive than normal males. Females treated in the same fashion were 
unaffected. The mating cycle of the irradiated flies was delayed. 
By irradiating these flies in nitrogen males were three times more 
competitive than males irradiated in air (Hooper, 1971a). Fast 
neutron irradiation affected male competitiveness less than gamma-
irradiation (Hooper, 1971b). 

Increased doses of irradiation decreased the number of oviposi-
tions for female braconids (Grosch, 1968). Irradiated female cabbageworm 
butterflies, Pieris rapae, oviposited significantly less than did 
untreated females (Flint and Spencer, 1970). 

Aside from biological control studies, radiation has been found 
to affect the mating behavior of fish and rats. The courting intensity 
and the rate of development of male characteristics of guppies, 
Poecilia reticulata, were depressed when the fish were exposed in 
utero to 700 r or when they were young to 3500 r (Erickson, 1971a, b). 
Female rats irradiated as babies showed individual differences in 
mating behavior as adults, with some losing their mating ability COT. 
pletely although they had normal oestrus cycles (Chu and Fu, 1963). 

Three studies indicate that irradiation has no significant effect 
on the reproductive behavior of birds. The breeding'behavior (fighting 
and courting) of cocks whose spermatogenic tissue was destroyed by 
x-irradiation appeared unaffected by the treatment (Mirskaia and 
Crew, 1931). White Leghorn male chickens x-irradiated before puberty 
with dosages from 1200 to 8400 r showed no treatment effects on 
mating behavior (Sturkie et al, 1949). Norris (1958) subjected adult 
bluebirds to doses of x-rays varying from 200 to 600 r at 23.5 r per , 
minute. He found no observable effects on clutch size, length of 
incubation period, hatching success, or productivity. Norris concluded 
that because the general appearance and demeanor as well as the repro
ductive activity of the female bluebirds seemed to remain normal, 
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the dosage was probably low in terms of the LD,-0 for the species. In > 
addition, he observed no effects of radiation on the nestling period 
of irradiated and non-irradiated broods and there was an indication 
that brooding and food-providing by treated and untreated females were 
similar. 

Aggressive Behavior and Dominance 

Irradiation appears to have an insignificant effect on the 
dominance positions of mice, beagles, and shovelers. Vogel (1950) 
investigated the aggressive behavior of mice. Aggressive mice which 
always defeated submissive animals were subjected to daily irradiation 
of 50 r x-rays. After the radiation, the aggressive animals continued 
to be dominant until shortly before death. Solarz (1964a) demonstrated 
that dyadic dominance-submission interactions of beagles was more a 
result of dyadic weight differences than whole-body x-irradiation 
to which the animals were exposed at an early age. At doses of 500, 
700, 900, and 1100 r, Tester (1966) found no significant effect of 
radiation on the dominance relationships of shovelers. Beilharz 
(1965), on the other hand, found a genetic effect on the average 
social dominance position of pigs. This social position of a pig 
in its litter increased in variance with the irradiation of the sire 
of the litter. 

Engel (1967) demonstrated that irradiated blue crabs, Callinectes 
,sapidus, showed decreased agonistic behavior with increased dosage. 
McDowell (1954) found fewer instances of aggression in rhesus monkeys 
given 400 r x-irradiation, and Davis (1965) found less initiation of 
aggression by monkeys immediately following whole-body irradiation. 
This response remained depressed indefinitely. It follows that the 
dominance positions of these less aggressive, irradiated animals would 
thus be lowered. On the other hand, one would expect a rise in the 
dominance positions of prenatally irradiated rats and rabbits which, 
as reported by Piontkovskii (1961), showed a rise in aggressiveness. 

Home Range and Territoriality 

Little research has been done on the effects of irradiation on 
the spacing of animals. Schnell (1964) censused bird populations in 
an area near the Dawsonville Gamma-Neutron Reactor and in a control 
area which did not receive radiation. In both the radiated and control 
plots the total number of birds declined and the rates of decline 
appeared to be similar. The number of singing, territorial birds, 
however, declined at a greater rate in the irradiated area than in 
the control area. It is not known whether the disappearance is due 
to radiation mortality (no dead or sick birds were found), due to a 
reduction of the singing urge as a result of radiation sickness, or 
due to emigration as a result of radiation flux. The non-singing, 
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'wandering birds which did not establish well-defined territories 
showed a change in population numbers in the irradiated area no ; 
different from that of birds in non-irradiated areas. These birds . 
may have moved around enough to avoid severe radiation exposure from 
the reactor. In a research progress report Tester (1966) reports 
that irradiation appears to have no effect on the territoriality of 
male shovelers. 

A home range study on prairie mice (Orr, 1966, 1967) indicates 
that adult mice exposed to 100 or 300 r show- a decrease in their 
average distance between captures, a decrease in home range area, 
and a stabilization in the center of their activity. He found that 
irradiated subjects return to their original home area when they 
are displaced (Orr, 1967). A preliminary study on the effects of 
irradiation on the movements of raccoons indicates that one raccoon 
moved over only one half of its home range on the first night post-
irradiation and that it remained within its home range on subsequent 
days (Tester, 1966). On the other hand, two species of kangeroo 
rats living in areas disturbed by atomic detonations (the nuclear 
test site in Nye County, Nevada) ranged close to three times farther 
than did animals living in undisturbed areas (White and Allred, 1961). 

LEARNING AND PERFORMANCE 

Peacock and James (1962) comment on the fact that Russian 
scientists have repeatedly reported measurable changes in behavior 
following exposure to 0.5 to 100 r while literature in the English 
language contains few references to behavioral effects following . 
such small doses. They attribute the discrepancy to two factors: 
1) Russian investigators use Pavlovian conditioning techniques while 
western workers rely upon discrimination learning, operant condition
ing as such, and maze performance; 2) There are differences in the 
techniques of statistical evaluation of data. 

Classical Conditioning 

The first attempts to assess effects of radiation on learning 
were performed in Pavlov's laboratory. Nemenow (1934 a, b) irradiated 
the head of a dog with a dose of 1500 r and found a slight drop'in 
the salivary conditioned response. After an additional 2200 r the 
conditioned response practically disappeared for a period of 5 weeks. 
A second dog received 3500 r and then 2800 r and the results were 
similar. Lyman et al (1933) reported similar results on dogs given 
doses of 17,000 to 18,000 r to the head. Studies employing some form 
of Pavlovian conditioning techniques have been summarized, by Livanov 
and Kondrat'eva (1959), Gubin and Moskalev (I960), Stahl (1959, " 
1960), and Furchtgott (1963). These reports describe overt behavioral 
effects from doses lower~than 20 r-administered, singly-or^-repetitively. 
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The alleged low-dose radiation effects reported by Russian investi
gators are explained with regard to different nervous system types. 
Psychologists relying on behavioral techniques generally do not agree 
with this view point (Peacock and James, 1964). 

The type and dosage of radiation exposure appears to affect the 
results of conditioning experiments. Motor-food conditioned reflexes 
were affected more by intermittent uv irradiation than by continuous 
radiation (Krivova, 1966). The disinhibition and depression of reflex 
activity were identical as a result of'exposure to pulsed or nonpulsed 
microwaves except that the effects of pulsed microwaves occurred 
earlier and were more pronounced (Lobanova, 1966). Changes in the 
conditioned reflex activity of mice and rats was greater when they 
were exposed to neutron radiation than when they were exposed to gamma 
radiation (Livishits and Korolevskii, 1966). The effects of low-
level radiation on conditioned reflexes is a result of a biological 
response to a stimulus, not an indication of radiation injury. 
Extended exposure to low levels of radiation has cumulative effects 
(Livishits, 1968). 

The conditioned response of leg flexion-extension and the 
conditioned cortical arousal to positive conditioned stimuli were 
rapidly lost in burros exposed to 44 r or more and their CR's were 
tested under extinction (Naitoh, 1964; Naitoh et al, 1965). Casey 
and Krise (1965) found no significant difference between irradiated 
and control goats with respect to frequency and intensity thresholds 
for hearing or in latency or probability of occurence of a conditioned 
flexion response. 

Piontkovskii and Kruglikov (1970) showed the sharp slowing 
down of the fixation of conditioned reflexes in prenatally irradiated 
rats. Prenatal irradiation influenced primarily the speed at which 
rats learned a conditioned response to a tone (Walker and Furchtgott, 
1970). The initial differences between irradiated and control rats 
in conditioning of responses to tones was probably due to differences 
in arousal rather than in conditioned reflexes (Furchtgott and 
Walker, date unknown). Alnost all indices^of conditioned, unconditioned 
and inter-signal reflexes were significantly worse in prenatally 
irradiated rats (Semagin, 1965). The conditioned reflexes of 
rats irradiated on days 10, 15, and 30 postnatally developed more 
slowly than in animals irradiated on days 25 or 90 or than in controls 
(Novakova and Sterc, 1967). Data on the lick reflex of rats when a 
drop of fluid is placed on their tongue was slightly indicative of 
a curvilinear relation between irradiation level and the reflexive 
lick rate (King, 1969). Haley et al (1961) found that rats condi
tioned to either sound or light and subsequently subjected to acute 
whole-body x-irradiation of 300 to 900 r showed no extinction of the 
response to the conditional stimulus. No statistically significant 
difference was observed between the pre- and post-irradiation responses 
of the conditioned animals. 
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Dogs irradiated in utero showed the greatest disturbance to the 
reflex-forming functions when exposed on the 13th day. Conditioned 
reflex activity was chaotic with difficulty in the formation of condi
tioned reflexes to sound and light, omission of reflexes, and refusal 
to eat (Piontkovskii and Airapetyants, 1964). Significant changes 
were found in conditioned defensive reflexes and the latent period 
of their development at 8 to 24 minutes after exposure of mature 
male dogs to gamma radiation (Popov, 1965). The decrease of con
ditioned reflexes in dogs exposed to whole body x-irradiation was 
lessened by treatment of the dogs with vitamins of the C, P, and B 
groups (Shalnev, 1966). On the other hand, James and Peacock.(1963) 
found no consistent and reliable relationship between exposure of 
dogs to 18 to 25 r gamma radiation and classically conditioned 
foreleg flexion and salivary response magnitude. Quantitative and 
qualitative individual differences in results for dogs undergoing 
Pavlovian conditioning suggest that unknown factors in the consti
tution or past experience of the dogs affect their behavior (Peacock 
and James, 1964). 

Phasic variations occurred in conditioned reflex intensity 
in rhesus monkeys exposed to 400 r gamma radiation. This consisted 
of initial response decrements, return to normal response levels,then 
again a period of response decrement (Khasabova, 1967). These 
phases were correlated well with changes in the high frequency 
components of cortical electrical activity (Khasabova, 1969). 

Furchtgott (1963) feels that there is no evidence from Soviet 
results on conditioning that the rate of conditioned response acquisi
tion or differentiation are affected. That the changes in behavior vary 
suggests that performance, rather than associative factors, is affected. 

Operant Conditioning 

The literature on learning and performance affected by radia
tion has been reviewed by Garcia et al (1961), Harlow (1962), Elam 
(1970), and Lewis (1970). All point out that conditioning can be 
obtained even after exposure of animals to a wide variety of ionizing 
radiations, dose rates, and exposure conditions. Improved performance, 
performance decrement, or no change may occur after radiation. ' 
There is little question, however, that fetal and neonatal irradia
tion at dose levels below the LD cause a loss in learning ability 
and that the amount of loss is relaxed to the stage of development 
and dose (Harlow, 1962). 

In rhesus monkeys, Overall et al (1960) found that relational 
learning decreased as a linear function of radiation dosage. Zellmer 
(1961) found there was little or no significant change in the ability 
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of rats and rhesus monkeys exposed to total-body or head-only irradia--
tion on their ability to learn or retain learned behavior. Whole 
body irradiated rhesus monkeys showed no significant difference from 
controls in their ability to learn to discriminate by observing 
mirrored cues (Brown et al, 1965). Harlow and Moon (1956) showed 
a relative increase in the learning of oddity set problems although 
the difference between experimental and control subjects appears 
to be a result of some sort of interference in the control animals 
on later problems (Overall et al, 1960). McDowell (1960) felt 
Harlow and Moon's results could be explained by an increasing boredom 
in the controls and decreased distractibility in the irradiated 
animals. McDowell and Brown (1965f) demonstrated a facilitated 
response-shift learning-set formation in female rhesus monkeys 
which had previously been irradiated. This meant these monkeys were 
better able to inhibit behavioral responses to previously rewarded 
cues. Correct responses varied directly with prior relative radiation 
doses. 

Ingersoll et al (1967) found that 2500 or 5000 r x-irradiation 
produced the same retardation in the acquisition of an alternating 
pattern of immediate and delayed reward in rats. Tacker and Furchtgott 
(1963) report that at every age level tested from 75 to 735 days, 
prenatally irradiated rats adjusted to food deprivation more slowly 
than did control animals. Since there was an initially greater weight 
loss in the experimental animals than in the controls, the experi
mental animals had greater caloric needs than controls. This reaction 
is hypothesized to be a result of a slower learning to eat sufficient 
food in the scheduled two hour feeding period. Prenatally irradiated 
rats established shock avoidance behavior more rapidly than did 
control rats. Furchtgott and Wechkin (1962) claim that since it was 
previously shown that irradiation caused fearfulness, their results 
support the drive theory of avoidance conditioning. They found no 
interaction of the age at testing with irradiation. Werboff et al 
(1962) found that rats which were prenatally irradiated at low levels 
showed improved learning ability in females irradiated early and 
decreased learning ability in those irradiated late. All males 
showed facilitation in maze learning ability. 

Jetter et al (1953) explained their results of increased errors 
and time of solution in learning problems for dogs as a disruption of 
a stereotyped response pattern. Miniature pigs receiving fractionated 
doses of pulsed mixed gamma-neutron radiation learned and performed ' 
better with shorter early transient incapacitation than pigs receiving 
unfractionated doses (Chaput and Kovacic, 1969). 

The use of radiation as a stimulus in arousal and conditioning 
has been reviewed by Lewis (1970). Using a conditioned suppression 
technique, Taylor et al (1967) demonstrated the immediate detection 
of x-rays by four rhesus monkeys. X-ray dose rate, as low as 0.004 r/sec 
functioned as a pre-aversive stimulus for the rat (Morris, 1966). 
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With increased doserate the degree of conditioned suppression increased. 
Also using the suppression technique, Smith et al (1964) demonstrated 
that although xrays can be used as a warning stimulus for pigeons, 
the dose rate must be quite high for all birds tested to detect it. 
Prolonged exposure to doses of xray is effective in causing initial 
arousal but does not lead to a greater incidence of arousal. 
Kimeldorf and Hunt (1964) suggest that adaptation to the stimulus, 
fatigue, or suppression of the arousal reaction occurs. Thus the 
major factor involved in radiation stimuli in a learning situation 
must be a result of more persistent changes in the functional state 
of the animals being tested. ' 

McDowell and Brown (I963f) report a facilitation in extinction 
for irradiated rhesus monkeys with high and medium doses of mixed 
neutrongamma radiation facilitating the process more than low doses. 
In another study they found the opposite. Wholebody exposure to 
fastneutron radiations or differences in procedure may explain the ■ 
results of slower extinction in irradiated monkeys than for their 
normal controls (McDowell and Brown, 1966b). 

Acquired behavior, or performance, as opposed to the learning 
process, is maintained mainly as a function of motivational or drive 
variables (Furchtgott, 1963). Thus it is suggested that weak drives, 
rather than memory losses, will adversely affect performance on learned 
tasks. Appetitively motivated behavior, e.g., that maintained by 
food or waterreinforcement, declines rapidly following irradiation, 
supposedly a result of gastrointestinal disturbances. Aversively

motivated behavior on the other hand, e.g., avoidance of shock, stay 
at control levels for long periods following irradiation (Lewis, 1970). 
Also, any task requiring a large expenditure of energy is expected to 
produce a radiationinduced decline in performance since radiation 
often causes generalized weakness and illness (Furchtgott, 1963). 

A generalized syndrome following superlethal doses of ionizing 
radiation has been demonstrated by many researchers (Chapman and Young, 
1968; Langham et al, 1952; Pickering et al, 1960; Sharp and Daoust, 
1963; Sharp and Keller, 1965; Rice, 1965; Siegneur and Brennan, 1966; 
Barnes, 1966; Young et al, 1968). There is a rapid deterioration in 
the performance of the animal within minutes after radiation exposure. 
In'most cases, where this is reversible, there is a secondary decline 
in performance followed by episodes of abortive recovery and finally 
death. 

Various factors such as radiation type, radiation dosage, organs 
exposed, and experimental paradigm will affect the outcome. The perfor
mance of miniature pigs after exposure to gamma irradiation was"affected 
more than after exposure to fission neutrons. Gamma irradiated pigs 
showed early performance decrement, early transient incapacitation, 
and immediate permanent incapacitation at lower doses (George et al,. 
1971)." 
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Miniature pigs exposed to 13,000 r of pulsed, mixed gamma-neutroh 
radiation showed early transient incapacitation or immediate permanent 
complete incapacitation when they were whole-body,or head irradiated:, 
These effects were prevented by shielding of the head. Of the pigs 
surviving early death, the trunk-shielded group performed and survived 
longer than either the head-shielded or the unshielded animals (Thorp 
et al, 1970). Deterioration of performance by rhesus monkeys in avoi
dance tasks is produced by head or trunk irradiation. Although trunk 
effects produce a more uniform early decrement and a more severe later 
decrement in performance, head irradiation produces the primary effects, 
these being dose related (Chapman and Young, 1968). Trunk shielded 
and head shielded rhesus monkeys showed a decreased probability from 
unshielded monkeys of performance decrement on a visual- discriminate 
problem (Thorp and Germas, 1969). Unlike relatively high-dose whole-
body irradiated monkeys, those with previous focal-head irradiation 
of the posterior association areas showed median response latencies 
comparable to those of controls. The sites of permanent damage for 
sublethally whole-body irradiated monkeys are different from those 
caused by focal-head irradiation (McDowell and Brown, 1963c). For 
monkeys tested on visual acuity problems the best performance occurred 
in controls, poorer if they had previous focal-head irradiation of the 
posterior association areas, and poorest if they had previous focal-
head irradiation of the frontal association areas (McDowell and Brown, 
1968). In contradiction to previous studies demonstrating that, expo
sure to 2000 r or more of ionizing radiation causes irreversible selec
tive retinal damage, Treadway (1969) found that monkeys exposed to 3500 r 
of neutron-gamma radiation showed a decline in response probability 
on an avoidance task with visual cues that was most severe immediately 
following treatment. These results may be explained by an adequate 
number of rod cells for the detection of cues within intensity range 
used in these tests escaping damage. 

Sharp and Keller (1965) found a dose dependent effect on male 
Macaca mulatta following pulsed radiation. There was -initially an 
increased probability of incapacitation, followed by a period of effec
tive shock avoidance, then a sudden onset of incapacitation•and death. 
.When massive doses of mixed fission spectrum radiation were delivered 
in a single brief instant, debiliting effects occurred sooner than when 
the x-rays were delivered at slower rates. One hour after whole head 
irradiation, the performance of rats working in a Skinner box for food 
pellets decreased in general relation to dose received. This effect 
occurred one hour after treatment which suggests it is a central nervous 
sys-tem.effect rather than a gastrointestinal- effect (Brown et al, 1966). 
Response rates of rats exposed to.the same accumulative dose of x-irra
diation on different schedules showed differences in performance decline, 
Those exposed,to 300 r every three days showed a performance decline, 
then recovery which decreased after each irradiation. There was no 
final recovery. Those exposed to 100 r daily showed a steady decrease 
in response rate with recovery after termination of treatment (Brown, 
1966). 
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Rats prenatally injected with 1-131 labeled sodium iodide showed 
increased perseverance of operant behavior, the effect decreasing with 
maturation (Bogdanove et al, 1971). Prenatally irradiated rats showed 
more bar press escape/avoidance responses as a function of increasing 
shock intensity than did control animals (Martin, 1970). The strength 
and ability of rats to perform operant behavior decreased with irradia
tion since nonoperant water intake rises after radiation treatment 
while operant responses with water reinforcement decrease (Wicker and 
Brown, 1965). The rate of bar pressing for food in rats exposed to 
single regularly spaced doses decreased within four hours post-treat
ment (McFarlain et al, 1968). After 475 r x-irradiation there was 
a decrease in food reinforced bar-pressing in rats. This decrease in 
food intake continued even after post-treatment training which suggests 
that it is a result of a motivational deficiency rather than a loss of 
memory (Smith et al, 1965). Jarrard (1963) found that there was no 
change in the shock avoidance performance of rats after x-irradiation 
exposure while there was a change in their performance of bar pressing 
for food. This suggests that the changes in behavior are a result 
of changes in motivation. That the simple measure of amount of food 
eaten was a more sensitive indicator of radiation exposure than the 
learned behavior gives little support for the belief that the CNS is 
extremely sensitive to radiation. 

Whole body x-irradiation altered the hypothalamic self-stimula
ting lever pressing rate in rats while producing no change in lever 
pressing rates for stimulation of the median forebrain bundle (Chris-
tensen et al, 1969). Lewis (1970) found that not all positively-moti
vated behavior is depressed by radiation exposure in rats. Intracranial 
stimulation is a strong positive reinforcement for which rats performed 
at control levels even after lethal doses of radiation. She concludes 
that only positive reinforcers concerned with gastric function are 
affected by radiation exposure and that these are a result of the inabil
ity of the animals to eat rather than a loss of motivation to eat. 

Avoidance conditioning as measured by both acquisition and extinc
tion of behaviors was poorer in irradiated mice than in controls. These 
differences did not vary with the time interval between the radiation 
treatment and the test (Meier, 1964). 

Rhesus monkeys trained to perform four operant tasks showed no 
performance diminutions after irradiation on the aversively motivated 
task, but they did show performance decrements after irradiation on food 
rewarded tasks (Braun et al, 1966). Accuracy decreased and latency 
of response increased in monkeys tested on sequential behavioral tasks 
following a 4200 r pulse of mixed gamma-neutron radiation (Young and 
Kessler, 1969). 

Radiation has been shown to facilitate performance of rhesus 
monkeys on a number of tasks: spatial delayed response (Harlow and 
Moon, 1956; McDowell and Brown, 1959b), discrimination problems with 
reduced stimulus cues (McDowell and Brown, 1958), difficult planometric 
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discriminations (McDowell and Brown, 1962b; Riopelle et al, 1956), 
transfer along a peripheral cue gradient (McDowell, 1960), peripheral 
cue discrimination learning (McDowell and Brown, 1963a), oddity concept 
(Harlow and Moon, 1956), preliminary Wisconsin General Test Apparatus 
discrimination learning (McDowell et al, 1959), and oddity reversal 
(McDowell and Brown, 1958). 

Except during the first two hours after exposure to 4000 r pulse 
of radiation, monkeys were able to perform learned tasks at a near 
normal level until shortly before death at which time complete incapaci
tation took place (Kaplan and Gresko, 1969). The performance of 
irradiated rhesus monkeys on tasks motivated by avoidance or by reward 
maintained a base-line level in animals surviving the gamma-radiation 
exposure (author unknown, 1967). Shock avoidance was not affected in 
two female rhesus monkeys exposed to a single pulse of laser radiation 
(Taylor and Ebbers, 1966). Monkeys receiving lethel doses of x-rays 
to parts of the head showed no variation in performance on problems 
of delayed response, discrimination, and oddity until motor disturbance 
preceding death occurred (Davis'and McDowell, 1962). Performances on 
problems of delayed response, discrimination and oddity did not vary 
after whole-body irradiation (Davis, 1963; Davis et al, 1956; Davis 
et al, 1958; Harlow and Moon, 1956; Riopelle et al, 1956). The effects 
of previous gamma plus neutron irradiation on rhesus monkeys was not 
statistically evident in tests of ambivalent cue, delayed-response 
performance (McDowell and Brown, 1963h). Rhesus monkeys exposed to 
radiation four years prior to testing showed no significant effect 
of treatment in their position-postremity responses (Brown and McDowell, 
1963). 

Davis and Steele (1963) point out that in analyzing results, 
researchers should consider the possibility of selective radiation 
death. In their study, the removal of subjects which died from 
analysis'changed their originally good matches of performance for 
treated and untreated groups on object-quality discrimination and oddity 
tasks to a significantly inferior performance by the irradiated group. 
That is, selective radiation death occurred for those animals which 
performed best during preradiation training. Thus, differences in 
performance of radiated and non-irradiated subjects could be a result 
of selective survival favoring a certain kind of performance rather than 
a result of radiation. 

DISCRIMINATION LEARNING 

The effects of radiation on discrimination learning have been 
demonstrated in many species. Memory retention on discrimination 
tasks was better in fish kept in 12.5% or 25% heavy water than in fish 
kept in normal water. Lehr et al (1970) suggest their results may be 
due to memory molecules being made more stable by replacing their 
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H-bondings by D-bondings. The performance and retention of quail 
trained to discriminate plates with black and white or with colored 
geometrical figures was unaffected three weeks after exposure to 200 r 
or 1000 r irradiation. Learning ability was unaffected although perfor
mance capacity decreased after daily exposures to 200, 500, and 1000 r 
after the total dose reached 5000 r (Konermann, 1970). In a visual 
discrimination task irradiated Beagles took longer to respond than 
controls. Also the irradiated animals demonstrated a pronounced posi
tion habit not occurring in controls (Henke, 1968). 

Prenatally irradiated rats were inferior to control rats in learn
ing visual discrimination problems (Fowler et al, 1962). Because 
neonatally irradiated rats had more errors in discrimination learning 
tasks than did controls, Elam (1970) suggests that irradiation of 
these rats caused aging effects similar to mental retardation. Using 
performance in a discrimination task as the test, Johnson (1967) found 
that rats were affected less by fractionated doses of x-irradiation 
than by a single dose of the same magnitude. The low dose exposures 
do, however, sensitize the rat to later high doses making it less able 
to sustain radiation injury. 

Performance decrements in a shock motivated visual discrimination 
task occurred in some monkeys exposed to 2500 r mixed gamma-neutron 
radiation (Turbyfill et al, 1972). Monkeys exposed to 2500 r pulse of 
gamma-neutron radiation showed performance decrement in visual discri
mination tasks during the first two hours post-irradiation. Consider
able recovery was exhibited 90 minutes after irradiation and recovery 
to base-line occurred in most monkeys in later testing (Germas et al, 
1969). The greater frequency of errors to initial correct response 
for irradiated monkeys in successive discrimination reversal problems 
suggests a decreased capacity of these monkeys for solving these pro
blems or an increased capacity for retention between- days of training 
(McDowell and Brown, 1963g). Old irradiated rhesus monkeys took longer 
to meet criteria of preliminary training in a visual 'discrimination 
task than did old non-irradiated monkeys. Non-irradiated monkeys were 
less likely than irradiated monkeys to have errors attributable to 
confusion of size due to visual angle (Davis et al, 1964). 

Fletcher et al (1964) demonstrated that irradiation of monkeys 
produced no effect on thair ability to perform visual discrimination 
tasks. McDowell and Brown (19 59b) demonstrated no difference between 
the performance of normal and chronic focal-head irradiated monkeys 
on a simple learned discrimination along a peripheral cue gradient. 
Chronic radiation effects caused no difference in the preliminary 
training, generalization, or visual acuity training of old monkeys 
(Lovelace and Davis, 1963). In squirrel monkeys, exposure of the 
striate visual area to a proton beam reduced the minimum separable 
visual acuity threshold rather than affecting visual discrimination 
learning or motor performance (Bose, 1971). 
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MAZE LEARNING 

The effects of radiation on maze performance have been evaluated 
by a number of workers and conflicting results have been reported. 
Tait et al (1952) and Levinson (1952) report that irradiated animals 
and the offspring of animals receiving radiation were significantly 
poorer maze performers than control animals. Mice neonatally exposed 
to 100 or 800 r of x-irradiation took longer than controls to complete 
a maze (Orr, 1967). Levinson (1962) and Roberts (1972) found an inverse 
relationship between radiation dose and maze learning ability in pre
natally irradiated rats. When the mother was injected with cysteamine 
before treatment, the effects of the radiation on her young were not 
so marked (Roberts, 1972). The maze learning ability of rats varied 
with the day of gestation on which they are irradiated (Kaplan, date unknown) 
Rats descended from males x-irradiated over as many as 12 generations 
demonstrated reduced ability in maze learning. This may be due to 
inheritance of mutations since the animals were mated immediately 
following irradiations or it may be an effect of the radiation-induced 
reduction in litter size ( Newcombe and McGregor, 1964). 

In contrast, Arnold (1952), Furchtgott (1951), and Harlow (1933) 
found that retention and learning in mazes were little affected by radia
tion except that in some cases a decrease in the speed and amount of 
activity occurred immediately following irradiation. They attributed 
this to general radiation malaise. Similar delays in reaction time 
have been reported by Kaplan and Gentry (1953) and Brown and McDowell 
(1962a). Low intensity, chronic, intermittent x-irradiation exposure 
produced no difference between experimental and control rats in their 
ability to learn increasingly complex escape patterns in a water maze. 
It also had no effect on the physical endurance of the irradiated rats 
(Scarborough et al, 1966). 200 r x-radiation exposure does not inter
fere with the learning of a maze configuration by rats. Exposed rats 
showed no significant difference in number of runs nor in the time 
required to learn the maze configuration (Schulte and Schulte, 1966). 

Exposure to 700 r gamma radiation improved the performance of rats 
running mazes with changes in spatial cues. This suggests a narrowing 
of attention as a result of irradiation. That the performance of rats 
exposed to 900 r showed a slight decrement suggests that this radiation 
dosage exacerbates the difficulty rats have in reorganizing spatial 
cues (Seitz, 1968). Rats subjected to three whole-body irradiations 
showed a significant reduction in maze running errors after the first 
exposure while the latent period of running and the time in running 
were insignificantly reduced. Conservation of the maze habit was only 
slightly and insignificantly reduced after the second and third exposures. 
Skobeev (1970a) suggests the irradiated rats running a maze are influenced 
by compensation processes. These results were unaffected by the subjec
tion of rats to vertical vibration prior to radiation exposure (Skobeev, 
1970b). 
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DISTRACTIBILITY 

As pointed out above, several thousand roentgen of ionizing radia
tion not only do not interfere with the learning of relatively diff-
cult problems in the adult animal, it may facilitate this learning. 
This is concluded in studies where radiation sickness or motivational 
changes do not interfere with performance (Furchtgott, 1963). The 
commonly reported superior performances of irradiated animals on 
laboratory tasks are explained by McDowell (1958) as resulting from 
decreased distractibility of the irradiated animals. Irradiated animals 
can deal more readily with immediate stimuli since they are not easily 
distracted by peripheral stimuli. 

In a test for the learning of black-white discrimination, rhesus 
monkeys which had received high doses did not use the irrelevant 
cues of position while the control animals did (Overall and Brown, 
1958). In an attempt to find support for the hypothesis that irra
diation effects mimic the effects of aging, Davis and McDonald (1962) 
found instead that irradiated rhesus monkeys perform better in the 
perception of oddity than do nonirradiated monkeys. This contradicts 
results expected to support the aging theory and supports the theory 
that irradiated animals are more attentive than nonirradiated animals. 
The increased attentiveness of irradiated monkeys is demonstrated 
by their fewer errors on a series of dot discrimination problems 
(McDowell and Brown, 1962a). Irradiated male rhesus monkeys showed 
facilitated learning rates in discrimination learning of mirrored 
cues. The transfer of this knowledge to a new task was equivalent 
for controls and irradiated monkeys. Again it is suggested that the 
improved learning ability is a result of the decreased range of atten
tion of irradiated animals (McDowell and Brown, 1965e). Irradiated 
male monkeys acquired learning of two-trial response-perseveration 
learning sets for nonrewarded cues more capably than did control 
males (McDowell and Brown, 1965h). That exposure to radiation facili
tates the perception of any change associated with the site of food 
reward supports the hypothesis that radiation exposure increases 
the concentration of attention in monkeys. Extinction is added to 
the realm of facilitative effects of radiation exposure (McDowell 
and Brown, 1963f). 

Under conditions of social distraction, whole-body irradiated 
male monkeys showed greater behavior stability than did controls 
(McDowell and Brown, 1963c). Decreased social distractibility occurs 
in male monkeys, with whole-body exposure to chronic fast-neutron 
radiation (McDowell and Brown, 1965c). McDowell and Brown (1963d) 
suggest the, presence.of psychic blindness in monkeys previously .exposed 
to focal-headV irradiation of the temporal lobes to explain differences 
in responsiveness of these and control monkeys to social stimuli: 
a male monkey, a female monkey at menses, and a female monkey at esti
mated time of ovulation. While control monkeys showed no change in 
non-directed activities, a decrease in total directed activities of 
the non-social stimulus condition, and more responsiveness to the 
female at ovulation than to the other social stimuli, focal-head 
irradiated males showed a decrease in non-directed activities, a marked 
increase in total directed activities of the non-social stimulus 
condition, and equal responsiveness to all three social stimuli. 
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Sexual differences with respect to concentration of attention 
are reported by Brown and McDowell (1962a). In groups where both 
male and female monkeys had been irradiated and then subjected to 
psychological tests involving some sort of discrimination, the results 
showed that as the discriminations became increasingly more difficult 
the female subjects became increasingly superior to the males. 
Although exposure to radiation affects the sexes differently in 
peripheral cue discrimination learning, with the rate of improvement 
being decreased for female rhesus monkeys and increased for males, 
results still indicate that there is radiation-induced narrowing 
of attention in both sexes (McDowell and Brown, 1963a). Increased 
response perseveration was demonstrated under constant food-rewarded 
stimulus-position conditions, the effect being dose related. These 
results indicate a greater economy in response but a restriction on 
the exploration of possibilities in the test situation for irradiated 
female monkeys (McDowell and Brown, 1965a). McDowell and Brown (1966a) 
demonstrated the decreased social distractibility of female rhesus 
monkeys exposed to nuclear radiations. This generalized their previous 
findings that male monkeys exposed to mixed gamma and neutron radia
tions, to nuclear radiation in the field, and to neutron radiation in 
the lab show the same decreased social distractibility. 

Whole-body irradiated monkeys showed fewer balks than controls 
under conditions of repetitious work while focal-head irradiation 
of the frontal association areas produced more balks than in controls 
(McDowell and Brown, 1963b). Since balking can be used as ah indi
cation of distraction, it can be concluded that radiation-induced 
attentiveness is dependent in part on the organs irradiated. 

Davis and Lovelace (1963) feel that the differences in food 
preferences of irradiated and nonirradiated monkeys is the apparent 
explanation for previously reported phenomenon of decreased distrac
tibility of irradiated monkeys, i.e., the effect of the radiation is 
on the motivational state of the animals. Irradiated monkeys rewarded 
with high preference food (raisins) showed this difference from 
untreated monkeys while irradiated monkeys reinforced with nonpre-
ferred food (celery) showed no significant difference from controls 
(Davis and Lovelace, 1963). McDowell and Brown (1965h) tested the 
hypothesis that as a result of decreased distractibility, an irradiated 
monkey focuses relatively more of his responses toward food and toward 
cues spatially contiguous with food than does an unirradiated monkey. 
They found that irradiated monkeys responded three times more to visually, 
but not physically, accessible food than did controls. This, they 
suggest, may be a result of increased hunger drive, a radiation-induced 
elevation in response-threshold values with greater attentiveness 
to the food stimuli, or other factors. Davis (1965) indicated that 
whole-body irradiated adult monkeys showed intensified preference 
for foods that are typically'preferred and soft in texture and lessened 
preference for foods that are frequently chosen and coarse in texture. 
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Other explanations for the change in attentiveness of irradiated 
animals have been proposed by Furchtgott (1963) who suggests that 
the actual effect is a decrease in the general activity of treated 
animals. No matter whether the cause is increased learning ability, 
motivational changes, decreased activity, damaged sense organs, or 
other factors, the effect may make irradiated animals living in a 
natural environment more susceptible to predation or other forms 
of environmental stress. 

AVOIDANCE CONDITIONING 

It has been found that ionizing radiation can be useful in 
teaching animals to avoid stimuli. It can serve as an unconditioned 
stimulus to instigate a conditioned avoidance response toward discri
minative stimuli previously associated with it. McLaurin et al (1964), 
however, feel that it is doubtful that associative learning can 
account for all aversions conditioned in this way. Several motiva
tional variables may be affected. 

Avoidance conditioning appears to be more radiosensitive than 
learning behavior. Garcia and Buchwald (1964) pointed out that 
avoidance responses in rats could be established with a total dose 
of 10 r delivered over 4 hours. This means that the adult animal 
is more radio-sensitive than had been previously thought. There is 
evidence that those structures of the nervous system involved in 
affective behavior and vegetative control, such as the hypothalamus, 
brain stem, and limbic system, are more radiosensitive than the cortex, 
which is assumed to be essential in learning mechanisms (Harlow, 1962). 
Trunk-irradiated primates (Macaca mulatta) showed early reversible 
decrement in learned avoidance behavior at doses of 1000 to 5000 r 
while head-irradiated animals performed well until 10,000 to 16,000 r 
at which time there was a precipitous, irreversible incapacitation. 
This suggests that indirect as well as direct effects of irradiation 
on the CNS are important in these behavioral changes (Chapman and 
Hurst, 1968). Since irradiating the abdomen is more effective in 
producing aversions than irradiating the head, pelvis, or thorax, 
and since food aversions are much more readily established than spatial 
aversions, Garcia, Kimeldorf, and hunt (1961) feel that the phenomenon 
is due to changes in diverse internal neural and humoral factors. 
Accumulation of breakdown products could account for those aversive 
effects which are a function of total dose (Garcia and Buchwald, 1964). 

Conditioned aversions have been produced in rats, mice, cats, 
and monkeys. They have been produced by x- and gamma-rays as well 
as by fast neutron bombardment (Furchtgott, 1963). The magnitude 
of the avoidance response appears to be independent of the intensity 
of the radiation (Garcia et al, 1961; Garcia and Koelling, 1967). 
Radiation as the unconditioned stimulus is equally effective whether 
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it is administered before, after, or during the response (Garcia and 
Koelling, 1967; Smith, J. C. et al, 1965). Although many experiments 
have been done on radiation-induced aversions, the two major paradigms 
in these experiments are 1) a highly preferred substance, such as 
saccharin, is paired with radiation exposure producing an aversion to 
that substance; 2) irradiation occurring in one compartment of a test 
box produces avoidance of that particular chamber. 

While post-irradiation aversion to saccharin-flavored water can be 
produced after one pairing of the solution with the radiation, many 
factors come into play in this conditioning process. The strength 
of the radiation-induced saccharin aversion in rats is related to 
a) radiation dose, b) conditioning paradigm, c) interstimulus interval, 
and d) circadian cyclic radiosensitivity. The habituation of the rats 
to saccharin before pairing of CS and US decreased the strength of the 
conditioning process,(Ternes, 1969). 

The degree of avoidance of irradiated mice to saccharin solutions 
decreased with the sweetness of the solution and was a linear function 
of the accumulated radiation dose to the mice (LeVan, Haas, Sassoon, and 
Krown, 1968). Saccharin aversion has been produced by small doses 
of x-rays, gamma rays, and fast neutrons (Garcia and Kimeldorf, 1959). 
While Smith et al (?) found doses of x-irradiation from 100 to 828 r/ 
minute equally effective in conditioning saccharin aversion in rats. 
Saccharin aversion induced by 100 r whole body x-irradiation lasted 
for 2 hours after exposure but had disappeared after 4 hours (Smith et al, 
?b). A slow rate of x-ray exposure is more effective than a fast rate 
in conditioning saccharin aversion in rats (Smith and Morris, ? c). The 
strength of a radiation-induced saccharin aversion is dependent upon 
the radiation dose and energy. The energy effects may be due to differ
ences in .the dosage received by the gastrointestinal tract (Smith and 
Morris, ? b). Okajima and Atsuta (1967a) showed that the degree of 
radiation-induced saccharin aversion was dependent upon the radiation 
dose and the duration of this aversion was dependent upon the age of the 
irradiated rats. Although saccharin aversion can be conditioned in 
mature as well as young rats, Smith and Morris (1963) found no difference 
in the saccharin or fluid consumption of irradiated and non-irradiated 
500 day old rats. This suggests a difference in the effect of radiation 
with the age of the animals treated. 

The degree to which rats were conditioned to avoid sucrose 
solutions'varied directly with the concentration of the sucrose solution 
(Schaeffer et al, 1967). A marked aversion to sucrose occurred in 
rats receiving 4 or 32% sucrose for 20 minutes before exposure to 
x-irradiation (Smith and Birkle, 1966). Radiation-induced aversion 
occurred for 0.1% saccharin solutions when there were 12 hours between 
the CS and US. Conditioning occurred for 4% sucrose with the interval 
between CS and US being 6 hours (Smith and Roll, 1967). 

McLaurin, Scarborough, and Farley (1964) demonstrated that 
conflicting observations with regard to saccharin avoidance behavior 
are a result of differing intervals between the cessation of the 
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radiation treatment and the presentation of the test solutions. 
Their work further supports the idea that avoidance behavior is a 
result of the establishment of an association between the noxious 
stimulus of radiation and the solution in the cage with the animals. 
Rats irradiated less than seven hours after sucrose consumption showed 
an aversion to sucrose. Rats irradiated seven hours after consuming 
the sucrose solution showed increased sucrose aversion with increasing 
radiation dose (Revusky, 1968). Saccharin avoidance can be conditioned 
in rats when the saccharin solution is presented to irradiated rats 
as long as one hour post-treatment (Morris and Smith, 1964). Avoidance 
of saccharin solution was found in rats presented with saccharin, 
water, or an empty container pretreatment if they were tested immediately 
following irradiations. If there was a 24 hour delay before the 
preference testing, only rats exposed to saccharin before treatment 
developed saccharin aversion (Smith et al, 1965; Smith and Schaeffer, 
1967). 

Rats which developed radiation-induced aversion to sucrose general
ized their aversion to fructose, maltose, and glucose solutions (author 
unknown-,;. 1969). In the eight weeks following exposure of mice 
to x-'rays, Moos et al (1968) found a gradual recovery of saccharin 
preference. This preference never reached pretreatment preference 
levels, however. 

Animals have been treated in various ways to determine; the mech
anism by which radiation-induced saccharin aversion functions. Garcia 
and Kimeldorf (1958, 1959) found that radiation-induced saccharin 
aversion could be conditioned in hypophysectomized, adrenalectomized, 
or ophthalmectomized rats. Garcia and Koelling (1967) found that 
association of a stimulus with radiation occurred readily if the cues 
were gustatory and olfactory, but the learning process was much more 
difficult, if not impossible, when the cues were auditory, visual, 
or tactual. Profound aversion to saccharin flavored water established 
after a single pairing of x-rays with saccharin solution and a bar 
pressing response with x-rays as the warning stimulus were both depressed 
following the destruction of the olfactory bulbs in rats (Dine and 
Smith, 1966). Anosmic rats continued to show a high preference for 
saccharin solution after irradiation while control rats showed radia
tion induced aversion to the test solution (Watson, 1966). Elkins 
(1970) found that radiation induced saccharin aversion vas diminished 
by lesions of the olfactory bulbs or by corticomedial amygdaloid 
lesions. That the aversion wasn't completely obliterated suggests 
that there are other mechanisms involved. 

Radiation induced saccharin avoidance was found in the shielded 
partner of a parabiotic rat pair when the unshielded partner was 
irradiated. This suggests that a circulating humoral factor acts 
as the noxious stimulus for the avoidance conditioning (Hunt et al, 
1965, 1968). Garcia et al (1967) found that rats which drink saccharin 
water and are injected with serum from irradiated donors develop 
saccharin aversion. Mice injected with brain tissues frcm dzxiar mice 
which were conditioned for saccharin preference, then x-irradiated, 
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showed a preference for water over saccharin (LeVan et al, 1970) and 
saccharin avoidance similar to that of saccharin-preference conditioned 
animals after irradiation (Moos et al, 1969). 

Although rats exposed to a tumbling apparatus prior to irradia
tion showed saccharin avoidance, this avoidance was less than that 
of irradiated rats that had not been exposed to this shock (Whaley 
et al, 1966). 

DMSO treatment lessened the post-irradiation reaction of saccharin 
avoidance (LeVan and Moos, 1967a). Subcutaneous injections of atropine 
sulfate have no effect on radiation-induced saccharin aversion in 
rats although large physostigmine doses facilitate the conditioning 
(Smith and Morris, 1964). 

Feinberg (1966) concluded that since x-irradiation and Proferrin 
affect saccharin preference in a similar manner, x-irradiation may 
modify the activity of the reticuloendothelial system, as does Profer
rin. Riege (1968) showed that radiation-induced aversion to saccharin 
drinking can be disrupted by an electronconvulsive shock. This, he 
feels, supports the hypothesis that radiation detection and radia
tion induced aversions rely on the same mediating mechanism involving 
the central nervous system. Since the mean lick rates and the lick 
rate ranges did not vary with x-ray exposure in rats even when saccharin 
aversion was induced, the saccharin aversion cannot be attributed to 
prompt neural alterations (Schaeffer and Smith, 1966). 

Garcia and Koelling (1967) feel that radiation-induced aversion 
is a form of discrimination learning since the requirements for this 
establishment are a distinctive fluid paired with radiation exposure 
and an alternative fluid which has not been paired with radiation 
treatment. According to Garcia, Buchwald, Hull, and Koelling (1964), 
maximum avoidance reactions are obtained when the abdomen is irradiated. 
Since the avoidance reaction toward any stimulus associated with exposure 
is not immediate and since this reaction is a function of the total 
dose received by the animal, it is postulated that the avoidance 
effect is a result of the reaction of internal receptors to toxic 
products produced by the radiation. Since saccharin avoidance responses 
were induced in rats which had nothing to drink or only water to drink 
prior to irradiation, the response cannot be a result of the effects 
of association of stimuli. The response is conditioned as a result 
of the biological effects of radiation or as a result of after effects 
which are associated with the test solution in the home cage 
(Scarborough and McLaurin, 1964). McLaurin (1964) showed that saccharin 
avoidance conditioning does not fall within the classical concept 
of conditioning since the time between initial ingestion of 
saccharin solution and the onset of x-irradiation made no difference 
in the post-treatment aversion. Rats given no saccharin before treat
ment also showed the avoidance behavior. McLaurin et al (1964) again 
give support to the hypothesis that saccharin aversion results from 
an association of a disturbed physiological state with the saccharin 
solution in the home cage rather than an association of 
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x-irradiation with saccharin solution in general. Rats anesthetized 
.during x-irradiation showed saccharin avoidance behavior equivalent 
to that of controls. Thus the saccharin avoidance was not a result 
of discrimination of the irradiated rats during irradiation (Okajima 
and Atsuta, 1967b). 

LeVan, Moos, and Hebron (1968) feel that saccharin avoidance by 
mice is due to changes in taste perception rather than changes in the 
patho-physiology of the animals since irradiation alters the test solution. 
LeVan and Moos (1967b) postulate that since hydrogen peroxide is a 
radiolytic product of water and aqueous solutions, it induces avoidance 
behavior in mice. Mice showed avoidance behavior to irradiated water 
and saccharin solutions and to water and saccharin solutions with 
hydrogen peroxide added just as x-irradiated mice showed aversion to 
unirradiated saccharin solutions. The degree of avoidance of irradiated 
saccharin solution in mice varied with the x-ray dose absorbed by the 
solution (LeVan, Moos and Hebron, 1968). Since acatalasaemic mice 
showed saccharin avoidance after x-radiation treatment to a significantly 
less degree than did normal mice, Morris and Feinstein (1969) also 
concluded that hydrogen peroxide must be involved in the aversion. 
The aversion must be dependent upon the presence of both hydrogen 
peroxide and catalase and the production of a peroxidatic product 
of catalase. 

Hulse and Dempsy (1964) demonstrated a specific aversion to 
feeding in general in rats after they were exposed to 50 r x-radiation. 
Cullen (1969) produced salt-irradiation-induced aversion in rats under 
conditions of severe salt need. The aversion lasted about a week at 
which time the experimental animals took salt in quantities equivalent 
to controls. Peacock and Watson (1964) produced alcohol aversion in 
mice which are genetically susceptible to alcohol orientation. The 
avoidance conditioning was extinguished six days after radiation 
treatment probably due to the high motivation of the mice to drink 
alcohol. 

Garcia et al (1968) showed that radiation illness associated 
with the flavor of food, but not with the size of the food pellet, 
produced an aversion toward that food in rats. At highly preferred 
concentrations of d,l-alanine and of NaCl, a greater number of presen
tations of the fluid were needed after radiation exposure before avoid
ance responses developed than for sodium saccharin or glycine solutions, 
respectively (Tapper, date unknown). Rats with the lowest initial 
preference for a saline solution developed a radiation-induced aversion 
to that solution with the highest probability (Perry, 1963). Garcia 
(1968) found that drinking a low preference fluid, such as hydrochloric 
acid or quinine water, during x-radiation caused a decrease in prefer
ence. Drinking the same solution without exposure caused an increase 
in preference. Hulse and Mizon (1967) showed that rats irradiated 
shortly after eating a barium meal refused to eat a second barium 
meal even when tested 4 to 6 weeks later. Irradiation of the abdomen 
was most effective in producing this aversion which was strongly 
correlated to the severity of the radiation-induced delay in gastric-
emptying. Rats ingesting a novel food and a familiar food one hour 
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before they were x-irradiated showed a preference for the novel food 
less than that of controls (Revusky and Bedarf, 1966). McDowell and 
Brown (1965g) postulated the continuance of conditioned avoidance 
to food as the reason for more rapid food satiation in rhesus monkeys 
irradiated four years prior to testing. 

A number of studies have demonstrated radiation-induced spatial 
avoidance. Carp were found to be able to detect and avoid a radiation 
zone in an aquarium (Pravdina, 1965, 1966). Darenskaya et al (1965, 
1966a, b) established avoidance of a water container located in a 
radiation field in mice, rats, guinea pigs, and monkeys. After removal 
of the radiation source, the avoidance continued for a while in all 
but the monkeys which began immediately to drink from the previously 
avoided water container. Conditioned spatial avoidance was observed 
in rats by Garcia, Kimeldorf, and Hunt (1957) and by Overall et al, 
1959). Garcia et al (1961) demonstrated spatial avoidance as a result 
of very brief exposures to x-rays, to supplement previous findings 
involving x- and gamma-radiation exposures of an hour or more. They 
Point out that in these studies there was no evidence that the animal 
was in pain as a result of the radiation stimulus. Post-irradiation 
effects, possibly physiological, acted as the unconditioned stimulus 
for avoidance of the space to which a rat was confined after irradiation 
(Martin, 1966). Although he demonstrated spatial avoidance due to 
post-irradiation confinement, Schuckert (1968) states that the results 
are not necessarily attributable to the irradiation. Arbit (1964) 
indicates that emotionally nonreactive (due to genetic strain or due 
to drugs) rats acquire spatial avoidance conditioning to ionizing 
radiation to a lesser extent than highly emotional rats, he suggests 
that this is a result of x-irradiation in some way stimulating the 
autonomic nervous system structures. The animal, perceiving this 
stimulus in association with stress and fear conditions, learns to 
avoid the cues involved. Emotionally nonreactive animals, responding 
little to stress, thus do not establish this avoidance response. 
Mice subjected to chronic invariant gamma-ray exposures showed a 
positive tendency toward positions closer to the radiation source, 
i.e., recognition by avoidance was not indicated (Hensley and Spalding, 
1962). 

Garcia et al (1962) indicate that habituation of animals to 
their environment is a critical prerequisite for establishing radia
tion conditioning. From this, one might infer that since animals 
living in a wild state are habituated to their environment, their 
response to radiation is pronounced. 

Shock avoidance can also be conditioned with the use of radiation 
as the unconditioned stimulus. Smith (1967) demonstrated that the 
conditioning of shock avoidance in rats and pigeons showed an immediate 
sensory detection of x-radiation, apparently associated with olfactory 
discrimination. Olfactory bulbectomized rats were unable to learn 
avoidance of shock when x-irradiation was used as the warning stimulus 
(Brust-Carmona et al, 1966). 
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Whaley (1966) demonstrated that an x-ray induced aversion to 
previously neutral tones could be conditioned in tamarin monkeys, 
Tamarinus nigricollis. The higher the dosage of radiation, the greater 
the degree of aversion. Stonecypher (1968) found that rats showed 
a reduced rate of intracranial self-stimulation during irradiation, 
a significant response rate increase one day after treatment, and a 
return to normal response rate following that. Thus, no evidence 
for radio-induced aversive conditioning was found. 

Two important points should be considered from the results of 
the use of ionizing radiation in conditioning aversions to various 
stimuli. Garcia and Koelling (1967) point out that these aversions 
are adaptive and probably selected for, since they associate internal 
discomfort with a taste or smell. An animal avoiding stimuli asso
ciated with internal discomfort is certain to survive longer and be 
healthier than one which does not. Garcia and Buchwald (1964, p. 234) 
warn all researchers in the field of radiation-induced behavioral changes 
in animals: "Any stimulus associated with radiation exposure, including 
handling by the experimenter, may acquire aversive properties and, 
hence, through generalization, may influence subsequent comparisons 
of irradiated and nonirradiated animals. In some caues post-irradiation 
effects, which are attributed directly to the radiation insult, may 
actually be conditioned responses to such stimuli by an animal which 
has completely recovered. The contradictory results, increased 
variability and fluctuating changes in performance, which characterize 
behavioral data, may be in part due to failure to control this factor." 

PRENATAL IRRADIATION EFFECTS 

The effects of prenatal irradiation have been discussed under 
the various categories of behavioral changes in this paper. These 
effects are reviewed in Werboff (1963, 1964). Furchtgott (1963) reviews 
the Soviet literature on prenatal irradiation effects on postnatal 
behavior. Yamazaki (1966) reviews the literature concerning the 
effects of prenatal and neonatal irradiation on the morphology, 
neurophysiology, and behavior of developing animals. He found that 
the vulnerability of the developing mammalian nervous system to 
ionizing radiation is high and that the response of animals to radia
tion varies between individuals and between species. 

The effects of prenatal irradiation on the behavior of organisms 
varies with the age at irradiation and the radiation dosage. Russel 
(1954) divided the prenatal stagG into three periods. Irradiation 
during the prelmplantation period results in a high percentage of deaths, 
with the survivors usually being normal. During the period of major 
organogenesis, irradiation produces a lower number of deaths, but a 
large number of morphological abnormalities. During the period of 
the fetus, radiation changes are small. Furchtgott (1963) points out 
that because different neural and endocrine structures determining 
various behaviors have their maximum sensitivity at different times 
in the development of an organism, it is expected that prenatal 
radiation on different days of gestation will have different effects 
on the behavior of the irradiated organism. 
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Prenatally irradiated animals appear to be deficient in learning, 
except for avoidance conditioning, in motor skills, in mating. They 
exhibit hyperemotionality and hypo- and hyperactivity (Furchtgott, 
1963). Meier (date unknown) suggests that behavioral changes resulting from 
prenatal radiation exposure may be the effect of irradiation on organ 
systems other than the developing nervous system or on the maternal 
organisms. He reviews the literature supporting his hypothesis, 
Meier (1961, 1962) suggests that the effects of prenatal irradiation 
on animals may actually be a result of the effects of the irradiation 
on the mother and the mother-fetal interactions following these 
changes. Brent (1963) felt that the observed behavioral change of 
offspring could actually reflect changes related to maternal behavior 
toward them. Deitchman (1968) tested this hypothesis by examining 
the behavior of irradiated mother rats toward their own offspring 
or toward the offspring of an unirradiated mother. He found that the 
irradiated mothers were not able to self-lick their nipple line, thus 
the mammary glands did not develop fully. Also these mothers moved 
their nests frequently, had smaller nests, and had less contact with 
young. The resulting litters, whether irradiated or not, showed a 
decrease in body weight, an increse in open field activity, and a 
decrease in activity in the home cage. 

Werboff et al (1964) showed no alterations in the behavior of 
newborn animals prenatally subjected to doses of less than 100 r 
irradiation. Meier (1959) irradiated chicken embryos and subjected 
the survivors to psychological behavioral tests within the first 12 
days following hatching. Although there were differences among the 
groups with respectto weight and the nature and frequency of morpho
logical anomalies, no differences could be discerned in the behavior 
of the animals. There were no consistent differences between irra
diated and control chick embryos in embryonic behavior, hatching 
behavior, post-hatching approach behavior and post-hatching color 
preferences. Irradiated embryos did, however, hatch 6 to 8 hours 
later than controls (Oppenheim et al, 1970). 

AGING EFFECTS 

Elam (1970) reviews the literature on radiation induced aging 
and shows that findings are contradictory. In food deprivation studies, 
Tacker and Furchtgott (1963) showed that older rats adjusted to food 
deprivation schedules less rapidly than did younger rats. Since similar 
differences were found between irradiated and nonirradiated rats, 
they postulate that irradiation causes an aging effect on the behavior 
of rats. Because neonatally irradiated rats had more errors in dis
crimination learning tasks than did controls, Elam (1970) suggests 
that irradiation of these neonatal rats mimics aging effects similar 
to mental retardation. Morgan (1967) showed no support for the hypo
thesis that irradiation mimics or hastens aging. His tests included 
cage-motility of the rat, its habituation of this activity, and the 
effects of changes in environmental lighting on cage motility. 
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That the control group of monkeys performed better than irradiated 
monkeys in the original learning of concurrent discrimination problems 
is the only result found by Davis (1963) supporting the hypothesis 
that the chronic effects of radiation mimic aging effects. Davis 
suggests that the effects observed are a result of motivational and/ 
or perceptual changes more than anything else. Boer and Davis (1968) 
found that the aging trends of rhesus monkeys were not augmented 
by irradiation effects. Spontaneous behavior, however, decreased 
as a function of age and prior radiation. 

GENETIC EFFECTS 

The behavior of the offspring of irradiated animals has been 
shown to be affected in some cases. The offspring of male mice 
exposed to 600 r of x-rays spermatogonially or post-spermatogonially 
showed no aberrant motor reflexes, locomotor deficits, or changes 
in fearfulness. They did, however, require more trials for shock 
avoidance conditioning than did controls (Furchtgott, 1968). „ Lactation 
and maternal behavior of female mice descended from males which had 
been given a dose of 200 r for 10 generations differed from that in 
control mice (French, 1963). Rats descended from males x-irradiated 
over as many as 12 generations demonstrated reduced ability in maze 
learning. This may be due to inheritance of mutations since the 
animals were mated immediately following irradiations or it may be 
an effect of the radiation induced reduction in litter size (Newcombe 
and McGregor, 1964). 

There was no significant difference in the number of avoidance 
responses in litters of swine sired from males whose testicles were 
irradiated prior to mating and those sired by unirradiated males 
(Willham et al, 1964). Beilharz (1965) found a genetic effect on 
the average social dominance position of pigs. This position of a 
pig in its litter grouping increased in variance with the irradiation 
of the sire of the litter. 

MISCELLANEOUS STUDIES 

Brower (1966) reports that the behavior of a colony of ants at 
the Brookhaven National Lab, exposed to chronic l^Cs gamma radiation, 
changed only in the third summer of exposure. The change in behavior 
involved constructing a runway below the surface of the soil such 
that the exposure level in it was one third that at the nest. He 
points out, however, that the cause of this change in behavior could 
be a result of the increased sun exposure due to the killing of 
plants in the area. The abandonment of the litter-collecting habit 
by the ants, he states, is the behavioral change most likely to have 
been caused by direct radiation-avoidance response. As indicated 
by the complexity of their tunnel system and the amount of sand moved, 
the working ability and skill of ants decreased with increased dose 
of gamma radiation in ranges of 3900 to 156,000 r (Krebs and Benson, 
1966). 
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Lee (1965) found significant effects of I and P on the 
foraging distributions of honey bees, Apis mellifera. The high 
sensitivity he found in workers in comparison- with other insects, 
he suggests, is a result of the relatively rapid cell division in 
the ventricuius of the honey bees. Pelerents (1962) found that 
honey bees exposed to doses of gamma radiation above 40,000 r 
immediately formed clusters, a reaction used in nature only as a 
means of protection. They also showed temporary paralysis and death 
in older bees. Food consumption on the average was reduced as a 
function of dose. When they were exposed to doses greater than 
50,000 r, the bees did not build up wax or build cells. Bees exposed 
to radiation doses below 10,000 r were the only ones observed to 
construct a queen cell. 

The case-building behavior of young larvae of the bagworm, 
Thyridopteryx ephemeraeformis, was disturbed by radiation doses to 
eggs at a level one-half that required to produce' significant larval 
mortality (Reichle, 1969). Fewer irradiated than nonirradiated codling 
moths, Laspeyresia pomonella, were captured in live-female traps and 
in traps equipped with blacklight lamps (White and Hutt, 1971). 
Rhodnius prolixus were observed to molt after exposure to gamma 
radiation without the normally necessary prior feeding (Pinet and 
Hamouda, 1971). 

For chicks irradiated on day 9 of incubation and first exposed 
to an imprinting stimulus at 10 hours after hatching, imprinting 
scores were significantly lowered. This suggests that radiosensitive 
central nervous system structures important to imprinting are formed 
about day 9 in the chick embryo (Strobel et al, 1967). 

Brooks (1962) found no difference in the behavior of skinks irra
diated prenatally or as adults from that of untreated skinks. 
Observations on the activities of sea otters in pens or in the field 
indicated that the Milrow underground nuclear test had no effect on 
them (Wright and Allton, 1971). 

PROGNOSIS 

Studies on the behavioral effects of specific radiolesions 
(e.g., Fabricius, 1963, 1964; Fabricius et al, 1962; Steen, 1963; 
Akerman et al, 1963; Olds and Olds, 1964) are not included in this 
review. I feel these demonstrate more the effects of brain lesions 
than the effects of radiation on the behavior of animals. There is 
no doubt that in many cases reported in this literature summary, 
morphological lesions may be correlated with the reported behavioral 
effects (Yamazaki, 1966). This points out the possible use of obser
vations on radiation-induced behavioral changes as 1) a means of 
determining the effects radiation hds had on the nervous system or 
other organs of an organism and 2) a means of determining how various 
changes in the nervous system and other organs will affect the behavior 
of an animal.. Answers, as always, will vary with the approach taken. 
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